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Everything is possible with the new collection of small 
kitchen appliances created by the famous French 
designer Ora Ïto. As an extension of MDA’s successful 
story, they are as simple and intuitive as possible 
and integrate the best that technology has to offer. 
Minimalism, pure lines and design synergy with larger 
appliances are captured in the black and white version 
of the hand mixer, toaster, kettle, hand blender, kitchen 
scale and blender. Explore all their tricks!



HAND BLENDER
HB600 ORAB / HB600 ORAW
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Quad blade 
Sharp and durable innovatively designed stainless 
steel blade allows quick and thorough mixing, 
chopping, and puréeing of your food.

Adjustable speed 
Speed adjustment will allow blending your food to 
the exact consistency you imagined. 

600 W power

Stainless steel
blending shaft

4-point blade

Energy-efficient
motor

Silent
operation

EasyClean
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BLENDER
B800 ORAB / B800 ORAW
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800 W power

1.5 l Tritan jug

3 speeds with smart 
speed function

Pulse function

Ice crush function

Stainless steel blade

Flat controls
Controls are flush with the housing surface and 
surrounded by elegant LED light to complement 
the appliance design. Use them to choose 
between three speeds and the auto-stop pulse 
function. Smart speed function is synchronizing 
the speed with the volume in blender.

4-point blade
Stainless steel ice crushing blade never 
disappoints. Fast turning creates irregular 
blending action which, together with the specially 
designed Tritan jar, forces ingredients down and 
blends them perfectly.
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HAND MIXER
M400 ORAB / M400 ORAW
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Beaters & dough hooks
Highly efficient stainless-steel beaters and dough 
hooks will cover all your mixing needs.

The perfect solution  
Choose the speed and mix ingredients for a 
variety of recipes, from slowly stirring in nuts or 
chocolate chips to whipping egg whites or heavy 
cream at top speed.

400 W power

5 speeds (1 ultra slow)

Extra-long beaters  

Comfort-designed 
handle

Smart control 

EasyClean
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KETTLE
K15 ORAB / K15 ORAW
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Double wall
Double wall ensures better insulation to keep 
water hot longer. It also keeps silicone out 
of the interior as well as reduces the exterior 
temperature when the water is hot or boiling.

Convenient flip-top lid
You can make a delicious cup of tea or coffee 
using just one hand. The lid will open with just a 
gentle push on the lid release button.

2400 W power

1.5 l volume capacity

360° rotation facility

One hand use

Double wall

Limescale filter
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TOASTER
T800 ORAB / T800 ORAW
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Perfect toasting
With four power levels, your toast will be perfectly 
browned each and every time. In addition, this 
uniquely designed toaster features the reheat and 
defrost functions. 

Warming rack 
The high lift lever allows you to easily remove 
your toast. Deep and wide slots are perfect for 
toasting bagels or bread. Additionally, you can 
conveniently warm croissants or Danish pastry on 
the warming rack.

800 W power

XXL slots

Cool touch

High liftlever

Defrost function

Bagel function
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KITCHEN SCALE
KT10 ORAB / KT10 ORAW
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Up to 10 kg
Tempered glass surface is ideal for measuring 
the weight of fruits, vegetables, meat and more 
up to 10 kg. The LED display allows easy-to-see 
readouts. You can clean it with a single wipe.

Tara Function
This useful function helps ensure accurate 
measurements. It resets the scale to zero after 
you place an empty bowl on it.  With the tare 
function, you can weigh all your ingredients in just 
one bowl.

Digital accuracy

Up to 10 kg weight

LED display

Elegantly slim

Tare function

EasyUse
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